
     Bezzera 3L Red 2-Group Professional
Espresso Machine BZB2016R2DE
 
Quick Overview
  

Practical choice.Â These high quality kitchen
equipment provide an excellent foundation for any
commercial kitchen, and has been proven through time
to be one of Australiaâ&#x80;&#x99;s work horses in
the coffee industry.
Reliable and efficient. Our espresso machines are
carefully designed to meet every product's brewing
capacity, with a modern and stylish
touchâ&#x80;&#x94;perfect for your kitchen!
Great value for money. Get the longevity you need for
the price you want with this latest update on the
traditionally styled volumetric espresso machine you
have loved for many years.
Hygienic & easy to clean.Â Our products meet the
appropriate Health Department requirements, and are
easy to clean, with simple installation and remarkable
service.

 
  Description

  

Brew that perfect blend your customers crave with our Espresso Machine! It combines the practicality of a volumetric compact
espresso machine with the production capacity of a 2 group espresso coffee machine.

The Bezzera B2016 espresso coffee machines range resume its main BEZZERA’s distinctive marks: reliability, robustness,
versatility!

This also works with a motor-pump ‒ the groups have electronically regulated solenoid valves. You can obtain 4 different doses
of coffee with constant quantity and temperature, settable doses and rebrewing.

 

Key Features:

Stainless steel body, back cover available in stainless steel, red and black 
In-built water pump
Two fully flexible stainless steam and water arms
Thermostatically controlled groups: the 50W electrical heater keeps the group temperature stable, even under heavy duty
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conditions
Automatically controlled copper boiler enables the optimum steam and hot water productivity
Heat Exchangers: operated with a hydraulic circuit separated from the boiler, coffee is always prepared with fresh water
Safety: double safety system, guaranteed by the boiler high-temperature cut-off thermostat and the hydraulic overpressure
valve
Versatility: the large working area and the special grids allow you to use up to 13 cm high cups

 

Additional Information:

Boiler Capacity: 11L
Colour: Red
Load connection: G 3/8"
Drain connection: G 3/4"

 

Warranty: 1 yearparts only
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Your Shipping Specifications
 

Net Weight (Kg) 54

Width (mm) 750

Depth (mm) 550

Height (mm) 515

Packing Width (mm) 600

Packing Depth (mm) 800

Packing Height (mm) 1000

Power 240̃415V; 3000W; 15A

Warranty 1 Year Parts Only
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